Flight Campaign ID: 2017_P2C1
FBO ID & City: Fairbanks International Airport (PAFA) - Fairbanks, AK
Domain: 19
Sites Flown: None
Days left in Domain: 0
Flight Hours: 00:00
Hours until maintenance: 57.08

Date: 2017-08-15
Report Author: Mitch Haynes
Pilots: Kyler Dalton, Ross Rice
Flight Crew: Mitch Haynes, John Adler
Ground/GPS: Doug Cavender
Additional Personnel: GPS Instruments: None

Summary:
Today was the last eligible flight day in D19. No flights attempted due to low clouds and intermittent rain. Spent the day prepping the Otter for departure tomorrow morning.

Issues/Concerns:
None

Comments:
- GPS 04 (BONA) was collected from site and will be shipped to Tucson to provide GPS coverage for D14 refuels
- Crew logistics swap in duties: Mitch Haynes will now transit the Otter to D14 (El Paso) while Doug Cavender travels to Tucson for GPS deployment in preparation of D14 surveys.
- John Adler rotates out tomorrow, Michael Wussow in on Friday to El Paso

Final Domain Coverage
BONA: 100% Coverage (42% Green / 49% Yellow / 9% Red)
DEJU: 90% Coverage (6% Green / 10% Yellow / 74% Red / 10% not collected)
HEAL: 100% Coverage (100% Red)

Flight Collection Plan for August 16 2017:
Begin Transit from D19 to D14
Crew: Mitch Haynes

Flight Collection Plan for August 17-19 2017:
Transit from D19 to D14
Crew: Mitch Haynes